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Introduction

EC and national competition law issues arising
from the marketing of ‘premium’ content, such as
travel services and sports news, via the Internet
were at the centre of several recent competition
cases in Germany. The German Bundeskartellamt
(BKartA) on 7 March 2002 cleared, after obtaining
amendments to the notified agreements, a joint-
venture by T-Online, Deutsche Telekom‘s internet
subsidiary, and Bild.de, the online edition of
Germany‘s largest tabloid newspaper. (1) This
decision is the latest in a series of investigations
into T-Online’s Internet businesses by both the
BKartA and the European Commission. The
BKartA’s decision follows two separate investiga-
tions by the Merger Task Force (MTF) and DG
Competition‘s media unit (C-2), respectively, into
T-Online Travel, an online travel agency, which
was initially structured as a joint venture between
T-Online and the two largest German tour opera-
tors, TUI Group and C&N Touristic. The proposed
concentration triggered the Commission’s first
and so far only in-depth (Phase II) merger investi-
gation into an Internet joint venture. (2) Following
the changing of the shareholder structure – T-
Online now having sole control – and the with-
drawal of the merger notification by the parties, C-
2 opened an ex-officio investigation pursuant to
Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty. (3)

Taken together, the above cases provide a good
example of how complex the market delineation
with respect to the online sector is. The cases give
a good overview of the various competition issues
that may arise when companies holding strong
positions in their respective (traditional) core
markets combine their resources in online joint
ventures. Possible foreclosure effects created by
vertical integration in the rapidly evolving e-busi-
nesses are of particular interest in this context.
Finally, the cases reveal the differences between
the ex-ante competition control under the relevant

merger provisions on the one hand and the mainly
ex-post control mechanism provided by the anti-
trust rules of the EC Treaty on the other hand.

Case COMP/M.2149 – T-Online
International/TUI/C&N Touristic

T-Online Travel was notified on 19 March 2001 as
a joint venture between T-Online International AG
(T-Online), TUI Group GmbH (TUI) and C&N
Touristic AG (Neckermann, now renamed
Thomas Cook). Although T-Online was to hold
51% shares in the venture with the remaining
shares split equally between the two tour opera-
tors, provisions in the shareholder agreement
provided for joint control.

T-Online – controlled by Deutsche Telekom AG –
is the leading Internet service provider (ISP) in
Germany. It also operates the country’s most
visited Internet portal by a wide margin. Both TUI
and C&N are vertically integrated tour operators
with activities in several EU countries. Their
activities include tour operating, travel agency
services, charter airlines, hotels, cruises and other
travel-related services. In Germany, TUI and C&N
are number one and two, respectively, in most of
the relevant travel markets, with only one major
competitor, REWE, holding a similar market
share. The Commission’s market investigation
found that TUI and C&N had by far the strongest
brands in the tour operator market to an extent that
(independent) travel agencies considered them as
‘must-carry’ products, at least one of which they
had to be able to offer to their customers. T-Online
Travel, the joint venture, was to operate an online
travel agency linked to T-Online’s Internet portal,
‘t-online.de’. It was intended to offer (and does so
in its restructured form) a range of travel services,
including package holidays, last minute holidays,
flights and hotel accommodation. The travel ‘con-
tent’ offered is supplied by TUI and C&N, as well
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(1) Case B6-144/01 – Bild.de/T-Online.
(2) See however also the Internet joint venture in Case No. IV/JV.1 – Telia/Telenor/Schibsted cleared within Phase I on 27 May 1998.
(3) See also the parallel investigation in Case COMP/38.006 – Online Travel Portal (OPODO) dealing with a joint Internet agency

marketing inter alia airline seats of the participating airlines.



as other operators and can be booked online by the
consumer.

The operation affected a number of vertically
related markets. Whereas the Commission had
previously investigated most of the travel markets
involved, notably as part of the Phase II investiga-
tion in Airtours/First Choice (1), only very limited
precedents existed for Internet-related markets. A
key question for the outcome of the investigation
was whether a separate market existed for online
travel agency services or whether online travel
agencies operated in the same market as traditional
‘bricks and mortar’ travel agencies. The initial
(Phase I) market investigation confirmed that such
a market may exist (‘serious doubts’ level). This
conclusion was based on the following findings:

First, and in contrast to earlier Phase I investiga-
tions, Internet penetration among the German
population approximately tripled between January
1991 and January 2001 to 29%. The Internet is
thus accessible for a significant part of the German
population. Compared with the penetration rates of
the most advanced markets, such as Sweden and
the United States (56% and 59%, respectively),
further growth was to be expected. Market partici-
pants including the parties themselves anticipated
that a significant share of package tours would be
sold online by 2005.

Secondly, the characteristics of the online and the
traditional travel agency services differ signifi-
cantly. ‘Bricks and mortar’ travel agencies offer
individual advice on complex travel products (e.g.
combination of flight, hotel and rental car services,
open-jaw flight tickets, etc.). Price comparisons,
availability checks and, finally, bookings are
effected by agency staff on behalf of the customer.
By contrast, online travel sites enable the
consumer to operate these services from his own
home, seven days a week, 24 hours a day.
However, the parties and the vast majority of
respondents to the market investigation agreed that
online booking engines were less powerful and
offered less functionality than the Computer
Reservation Systems (CRS) used by traditional
agencies. Online travel services, thus, tend to be
more suitable for relatively standardised travel
products, such as last minute holidays or flight-
hotel packages to short haul destinations (‘warm
water destinations’).

Third and importantly, online and traditional travel
agencies are characterised by fundamentally

different cost structures. Although significant sunk
investment is necessary to set up an online travel
agency, particularly in advertising and the tech-
nical infrastructure, the variable costs of an online
agency operating at efficient scale are likely to be
significantly lower than in the traditional sector.
This systematic cost advantage would in a compet-
itive market be passed on to the consumer.
Conversely, a hypothetical monopolist could
capture the cost advantage. Such an online monop-
olist would be constrained in its pricing power by
the traditional travel agency sector only at supra-
competitive price levels.

Further industry-specific considerations supported
the preliminary (Phase I) conclusion that a sepa-
rate online market exists. The investigation was
complicated by the fact that the development of the
online market is still in its early stages. The
volume of holidays actually booked online is pres-
ently still small, and few, if any, competitors
currently operate at the scale necessary to realise
the potential unit cost savings.

The second internet-related product markets
affected by the operation were the ISP and the
Internet portal market, respectively. (2) Whether
ISP and portal services constitute separate, verti-
cally related product markets was left open for the
purposes of the Article 6(1)(c) decision. However,
there were indications that the various markets
involved in the operation are linked vertically
through the following value chain:

Consequently, the operation raised serious
concerns that competing online travel agencies
would be foreclosed from the ‘must-carry’ content
provided by the two leading package holiday
brands. Such foreclosure could have occurred not
primarily through exclusive supply agreements
with T-Online Travel, but through preferential
access for the joint venture to promotions, price
reductions, capacity during peak demand periods,
supporting documentation, such as digital pictures
and logos, and similar measures. T-Online’s posi-
tion as the by far most visited portal in Germany
combined with the network economies inherent to
the ISP/portal market would have made a strategy
of using T-Online Travel, the joint venture, as a
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(1) Case No. COMP/M.1524 – Airtours/ First Choice.
(2) Previous decisions in these markets include JV.48 – Vodafone/Vivendi/Canal+, M.1982 – Telia/Oracle/Drutt and M.2050 –

Vivendi/Canal+/Seagram.



preferred, if not exclusive, distribution channel
viable for the two tour operators.

In response to the Commission’s competition
concerns, the parties offered a behavioural remedy
whereby TUI and C&N would commit to supply
competing online travel agencies with travel
content at non-discriminatory conditions. However,
given the various forms by which discrimination
can occur, internal transfer pricing problems, the
complex agent compensation structure used in the
travel industry and other factors, these commit-
ments were found to be too general and to complex
to implement in order to provide a ‘clear-cut’ solu-
tion to the identified competition problem.

Following the opening of Phase II proceedings, the
parties restructured the venture, resulting in sole
control of T-Online Travel by T-Online, with TUI
and C&N holding minority shares of less than
12,5% each. The operation, hence, no longer
constituted a concentration under the Merger
Regulation and the parties, consequently, with-
drew their merger notification. DG COMP’s
media unit C-2, subsequently, opened an ex-officio
investigation into the restructured venture which
the parties had decided not to notify pursuant to
Regulation No. 17.

Case COMP/C-2/38.161 – T-Online
International/TUI/Thomas Cook

C-2 investigated the amended agreements under-
lying the creation of T-Online Travel on the basis
of Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty in order to
uncover any possible restrictions of competition,
in particular in the (online) travel agency services
market and the ISP/portal markets. With respect to
the latter, a distinction was made between the
portal market (1) on the one hand, mainly being an
advertising market (roughly comparable to the free
TV advertising market), and the ISP market on the
other hand, as the market covering the commercial
relationship between the ISP and the subscribers/
Internet users (roughly comparable to the pay-TV
market).

As regards the (online) travel agency market, the
investigation was mainly directed at uncovering
possible ‘e-commerce’ competition problems
based on the market definition preliminarily
adopted by the MTF. Although the market test
undertaken by C-2 brought about additional indi-
cations for the emergence of a separate online
travel agency services market no appreciable

restriction of competition on that market, within
the meaning of Article 81(1) of the EC Treaty
could be detected and proven.

This was equally true for the German portal
(advertising) market because of its currently rather
competitive structure with a range of important
competitors to T-Online as a portal provider.
Moreover, as the participating tour operators
continued to market their ‘must carry’ travel
content not only via their own websites (direct
selling) but also via third portals and/or online
travel agents, no exclusivity possibly contrary to
Article 81 of the EC Treaty was at issue. In addi-
tion, neither the agreements nor T-Online’s
presumed dominant position on the ISP market
gave rise to competition concerns within the
meaning of Articles 81 and 82 of the EC Treaty. In
particular, in contrast to the initial structure of the
joint venture notified in the BKartA’s ‘bild.de/T-
Online’ case (see below), there was no exclusivity
of access to the travel content offered via T-Online
Travel in favour of T-Online ISP subscribers.

Finally, C-2’s investigation highlighted the
existing differences in the functioning of the
competition supervision provided by the ex-ante
control mechanism under the Merger Regulation
on the one hand and the mainly ex-post control
possible under the EC anti-trust provisions on the
other hand. Although the foreclosure concerns
raised by the MTF had not been completely
resolved by the new shareholder structure, the
Merger Regulation was no longer applicable
because of the lack of joint control. On the other
hand, under Articles 81 and/or 82 of the EC Treaty
similar anti-competitive consequences of the
parties’ future commercial co-operation were
difficult to grasp unless clear-cut restrictions of
competition in the underlying agreements, such as
exclusivity or non-compete clauses, were present.
Nonetheless, monitoring of cases like the one at
issue under EC anti-trust provisions may prove
helpful in order to prevent restrictions of competi-
tion resulting from the economic incentive struc-
tures created by co-operative joint ventures.

BKartA Case B-6 – 144/01 – Bild.de/
T-Online

In its recent clearance of the Internet joint venture
Bild.de/T-Online the BKartA did not make a
distinction between the ISP market and the portal
market. According to the BKartA, competition
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(1) According to the decision in Case No. COMP/M.2050 - Vivendi/Canal+/Seagram, para. 22, 'a portal serves as a gateway through
which consumers and businesses can have access to a range of online services and the wider Internet. A portal aggregates a large
number of recurring Internet users and/or subscribers around specific types of services.'



concerns arose from the impact of the joint venture
on the German ISP market, on which T-Online
was presumed to be dominant, (1) as well as on the
upstream market for paid-for content (2) including
the neighbouring ‘micro-billing’ market.

The joint venture was initially intended to offer,
inter alia, attractive paid-for content, such as
sports news, PC-games, video streams etc., to be
provided via the ‘bild.t-online’ portal to T-Online
subscribers but not to customers of competing
ISPs, such as AOL. The exclusivity of access
resulted from the fact that T-Online subscribers
benefited from the invoicing facilities offered by
the Deutsche Telekom AG for both the Internet
access subscription to T-Online and the purchases
of content offered by ‘bild.t-online’. Subscribers
to another ISP would thus have been faced with a
strong incentive to switch to the ISP services of T-
Online in order to be able to access the payable
content, unless an alternative payment mechanism
was made available to them. In addition, the joint
venture was to market directly T-Online Internet
access subscriptions. As a result, T-Online’s domi-
nant position on the German ISP-market would
have been strengthened at the expense of
competing ISPs. Most interestingly, the BKartA
also referred to the ‘walled garden’ doctrine
established in Case COMP/M.1845 – AOL/Time
Warner according to which Internet subscribers to
a powerful ISP providing a large number of
services and attractive content would feel a strong
incentive to remain on the ISP’s portals. (3)

The parties to the joint venture accommodated the
competition concerns raised by the BKartA and
committed themselves to offer the paid-for content
on an non-exclusive basis and to provide for an
alternative ‘micro-billing’ system accessible for
everybody without a structural link to T-Online
and Deutsche Telekom. Moreover, the parties
renounced marketing T-Online Internet access
subscriptions via ‘bild.t-online’ directly. As a
consequence, the BKartA approved the concentra-
tion. However, the BKartA did not raise competi-
tion concerns with respect to the various upstream
markets for the acquisition of content (wholesale

level) with a view to T-Online’s possibly exclusive
access to Bild’s content portfolio at the expense of
other ISPs and portal providers.

Conclusions

The three market investigations by the Commis-
sion and the BKartA highlight the variety of
competition issues that can arise from vertical joint
ventures in Internet-related markets. In T-Online
Travel, the competition concerns resulted
primarily from the strong combined market posi-
tion of the two tour operators as content providers
(upstream market) that would have foreclosed
rival online travel agencies from access to attrac-
tive travel content. However, the rationality of
such a foreclosure strategy depended crucially on
T-Online’s strong market position in the ISP/
portal markets and the resulting network effects.

In Bild.de/T-Online, T-Online’s high market share
in the ISP market combined with its exclusive
access to Deutsche Telekom’s billing system led to
a presumption of dominance under German
competition law, which would have been strength-
ened if access to ‘bild.t-online.de’’s paid-for
content had been made conditional on a subscrip-
tion to T-Online’s ISP service.

Finally, the T-Online cases demonstrate a certain
difference in the enforcement instruments
provided by the Merger Regulation and Articles 81
and 82 of the EC Treaty, respectively. The ex ante
investigation of transactions in dynamically
evolving markets, such as the Internet, under the
Merger Regulation requires an economic assess-
ment not only of the likely impact of a transaction
on competition in a given market, but also of the
development, if not the very existence, of this
market post-transaction. However, the ex ante
control possible under Articles 81 and 82 of the EC
Treaty, while also focusing on economically deter-
mined anti-competitive consequences, requires in
principle the detection of restrictions of competi-
tion directly supported by the relevant agreements.
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(1) 12 out of 23 million Internet users in Germany have subscribed to T-Online’s ISP services. This corresponds to a market share of
52%. T-Online’s biggest competitor AOL has a 20% market share followed by Freenet, Tiscali and Arcor with more or less 10%
respectively.

(2) See on this Case No. IV/JV.1 - Telia/Telenor/Schibsted, para. 15.
(3) Case COMP/M.1845 – AOL/Time Warner, paras. 66 et seq. See also Case No. COMP/M.2050 – Vivendi/Canal+/Seagram, paras.

51 et seq.


